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Abstract

In the dyadic data prediction (DDP) problem, we observe labeled pairs (dyads)
drawn from a finite Cartesian product M × U and form predictions for the labels
of unseen dyads. This results in a sparse, non-linear prediction problem, for which
kernel machines, like the Support Vector Machine, are well suited. However,
the release of the 100 million dyad Netflix dataset has brought the issue of DDP
scalability to the forefront. Most kernel-machine solvers scale superlinearly in the
number of data examples, making large-scale DDP infeasible. In this work, we
explore techniques for enhancing the scalability of kernel machines for DDP. En
route, we develop two natural reformulations of the kernel machine framework,
designed to reflect and exploit the underlying structure of the DDP problem.

1 Introduction

This paper explores the use of kernel machines for prediction on large-scale dyadic data sets.
Here, dyadic data is characterized by two finite sets of objects M = {m1, ...,mnM

} and
U = {u1, ..., unU

}, a set of valid labels R ⊂ R, and a training set of N observations S =
{(p1, r1), ..., (pN , rN )}, where ri ∈ R is the observed label of the dyad (ordered pair) pi ∈ P =
M ×U . The goal of dyadic data prediction (DDP) is to predict the labels of unobserved dyads given
the training set, S.

Instances of the DDP formulation have been studied extensively in a number of domain-specific
settings including

1. Collaborative filtering: e.g. Predict the preferences or ratings that users will assign to items
([26])

2. Bioinformatics: e.g. Predict the allele-binding affinities of peptides ([22])

3. Social networking: e.g. Predict the unobserved relationships between members of a social
network ([25])

Additionally, DDP is frequently the object of domain-independent study, with approaches ranging
from statistical mixture models ([20]) to non-parametric Bayesian matrix factorization ([27]) to
modified Support Vector Machines ([19]).

As a concrete example of DDP, consider the movie ratings prediction problem: given a collection
of ratings assigned to movies by users, predict the ratings that users will give to other movies. In
this setting, U represents a set of users, M is a set of movies, and R is the set of valid ratings a user
can assign to movie. Typically, R is equal to the finite, ordinal set {1, ..., c} for some maximum
rating, c. In recent years, this problem has received a great deal of attention in the machine learning
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literature ([1, 32, 31, 24]), due to the release of the 2.6 million dyad EachMovie dataset, the 100,000
and 1 million dyad MovieLens datasets ([29]), and, most recently, the 100 million dyad Netflix Prize
dataset ([30]). We utilize the ratings prediction problem as a working example throughout the paper,
paying particular attention to the issues of scalability raised by such large datasets.

The Support Vector Machine ([7]) and its cousins, the kernel machines, represent a challenging
choice for large-scale DDP. On the one hand, kernel machines exhibit state-of-the-art performance
in non-linear classification, regression, and ranking and are well-suited to settings with sparse, high-
dimensional data. On the other hand, kernel machine solvers are plagued by poor scaling: typical
solvers exhibit runtimes and/or memory requirements that scale superlinearly in the number of train-
ing examples. To combat this superlinear growth, we will consider several techniques for enhancing
the scalability of kernel-machine learning and exploit the special structure of the DDP problem for
further efficiency.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we define the general kernel
machine framework, discuss its limitations, and consider several methods for enhancing scalability.
Section 3 introduces two reformulations of the kernel machine which benefit from the underlying
structure of the DDP. Incorporating the enhancements of Section 2, we outline simple gradient-based
algorithms for learning these Dyadic Kernel Machines. In Section 4 we discuss the details of kernel
selection, and finally, in Section 5 we summarize our results and conclusions.

2 Kernel Machines

2.1 Defining kernel machines

In the prediction setting, we wish to select a function f which maps data points in P to labels in
R. The kernel machine is a procedure for selecting a prediction rule f by balancing the empirical
loss of f on a training set with the complexity of f . More specifically, given a Mercer kernel ([28])
k : P × P → R, a loss function ` : R2 → R ∪ {∞}, and a real parameter λ > 0, we define the
kernel machine over any training set S ⊆ P × R as the following optimization problem

min
f∈H

λ

2
||f ||2H +

1
|S|

∑
(p,r)∈S

`(r, f(p)) (1)

whereH is the unique Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) associated with k ([2]). Note that
the kernel machine has three parameters: the kernel k, the loss `, and the trade-off parameter λ. The
kernel determines the space of candidate predictors f , the loss measures the empirical performance
of the predictor, and λ determines the relative importance of the two goals of minimizing empirical
error and minimizing predictor complexity.

Typically, the loss is chosen to reflect the particular prediction task (classification, regression, ordinal
regression) and the nature of labels to be predicted (discrete, continuous, ordinal). By varying the
loss, we can recover a variety of well-known machine learning techniques as special examples of
the kernel machine framework:

• L-1 Soft-margin SVM ([11]) (`(r, f(p)) = |1− r ∗ f(p)|+) for binary classification1

• L-2 Soft-margin SVM (`(r, f(p)) = (1− r ∗ f(p))2+) for binary classification

• Support Vector Regression ([14]) (`(r, f(p)) = |f(p)− r|ε) for regression

• Regularization Network ([17]) (`(r, f(p)) = (f(p)− r)2) for regression

Thus, the kernel machine framewok offers a rich class of regularized non-linear prediction methods.

A key property contributing to the appeal of the SVM in the non-linear prediction setting is its ability
to find a non-linear, potentially infinite dimensional predictor in a feature space without explicitly
mapping points into that feature space. This property is in fact enjoyed by all members of the kernel
machine class and is a result of the following Representer Theorem ([33]):

1We recover the Hard-margin SVM in the limit as λ→ 0.
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Theorem 2.1. Let f∗ be a solution of Eq. 1 and N = |S|. Then f∗ admits a representation of the
form

f∗ =
N∑
i=1

αik(pi, .) (2)

Thus, the optimal predictor as determined by Eq. 1 can be written as a linear combination of the
kernel function evaluated at each of the training data points. Our minimization over f ∈ H therefore
reduces to a minimization over ~α ∈ RN . Indeed, if we let KS be an empirical kernel matrix with
(KS)ij = k(pi, pj) and ith row Ki,., then we may rewrite Eq. 1 as

min
~α∈RN

λ

2
~α′KS~α+

1
N

N∑
i=1

`(ri,KS
i,.~α) (3)

where we have implicitly utilized the reproducing property of k in reformulating the norm of f .

2.2 Complexity of kernel machine solvers

The abundance of algorithms developed for solving the SVM and its cousins is a testament to their
popularity and power in solving prediction problems. This section gives a highlight of the most
popular methods and their computational complexities. For simplicity, we focus on SVM-solvers.
For a more detailed survey, see for example [34].

Interior point methods find the SVM solution by solving a sequence of unconstrained optimization
problems with Newton or Quasi-Newton methods. Storage of the kernel matrix demands O(N2)
memory, while matrix inversion or factorization leads to O(N3) running time ([18]).

Primal Newton methods apply Newton method updates to learn ~α in Eq. 3 in O(N ∗ Nsv + N3
sv)

running time where Nsv is the maximum number of ”support vectors” (training examples with non-
zero loss) on any iteration. This complexity result assumes an O(1) number of Newton updates are
needed ([10]).

Decomposition methods operate on the dual representation of the SVM by grouping variables into
sets and solving subproblems on each of the sets. The majority of decomposition methods yield
superlinear scaling: e.g. the algorithm of [21] yields O(N2) time complexity. Recently, Joachims
demonstrated in [23] that by reformulating the SVM problem and employing the cutting plane al-
gorithm on top of a conventional decomposition solver, a linear time complexity could be achieved
for linear SVMs. Unfortunately, when applied to kernelized SVMs, this method scales once more
at O(N2).

Gradient-based primal methods learn the optimal predictors by performing gradient descent in α on
Eq. 3 (or gradient descent in f on Eq. 1 in the linear SVM case). One particularly promising result by
Shalev-Shwartz, Singer, and Srebro solves the linear SVM to within ε accuracy inO(1/ε) iterations.
Since each iteration has time complexity independent ofN , this yields a convergence bound with no
dependence on the number of training examples. In the kernel setting, however, convergence does
depend on the number of non-zero coefficients αi on each iteration. In the worst case, this yields a
O(1/ε3) bound on time complexity which, though still independent of N , is decidedly worse.

In summary, while state-of-the-art techniques for linear SVMs do scale well in the number of train-
ing examples, non-linear kernel machines are penalized by their use of the kernel trick. This penalty
stems from replacing f by its distributed representation in Eq. 2. Every evaluation of f(p) in the
expanded representation requires Nbv kernel evaluations, where Nbv represents the number of basis
vectors: points pi with non-zero kernel coefficients αi. In the worst case, Nbv = N , leading to
the observed O(N) and at times O(N2) scale-ups in complexity. If we can reduce or bound the
number of non-zero kernel coefficients to a small number independent of N , we can conceivably
recapture the linear (or sublinear) scaling of linear SVMs. We explore the theme of sparsity inducing
scalability in more detail in the next section.
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2.3 Enhancements for scalability

Improving the scalability of kernel methods by inducing sparse representations for the kernel pre-
dictor is a subject which receives a great deal of attention in machine learning literature. In this
section, we discuss a number of the more recent and popular methods.

2.3.1 Kernel Machines on a Budget

Budget methods, primarily studied in the context of the kernelized perceptron, maintain sparsity by
explicitly capping the number of basis vectors in the kernel predictor expansion. When the number
of basis vectors is small, these methods operate like typical, unconstrained algorithms. However,
when a budget method receives a request to exceed its budget, it typically expels an older basis vec-
tor to make room. Thus, budget methods are primarily distinguished by their deletion criteria. The
Forgetron ([13]) evicts the oldest basis vector while the algorithm of Cesa-Bianchi et. al. ([9]) evicts
a random vector. The budget techniques of Crammer et. al. ([12]) and Weston et. al. ([35]) utilize
greedy criteria for expulsion. With their Budget Perceptron, Crammer et. al. test how well each ba-
sis vector is classified after removal from the basis and evict the vector with the largest margin. The
Tighter Budget Perceptron of [35] removes the example which minimizes the increase in training
error. Moreover, in [35] it is shown that the greedy strategy of [12] is unstable in noisy settings. The
remaining algorithms demonstrate good performance both in noisy and noiseless settings, although
the randomized algorithm of [9] must often be averaged over several runs. Among these publica-
tions, the Forgetron is the only to offer a relative mistake bound for its algorithm, while [9] provides
a bound on its model’s expected number of mistakes.

2.3.2 Frequent Deletion

Frequent deletion techniques do not impose a hard limit on the number of basis vectors but instead
attempt to maintain sparsity by frequently deleting redundant examples from the basis. This category
is exemplified by the variable-cache perceptron of Cesa-Bianchi et. al. ([9]) and the online SVM
approximator, LASVM ([6]), both of which alternate between adding and deleting vectors.

2.3.3 Exploiting Low-dimensional Structure

In many cases, the kernel matrix is of low rank c or can be approximated well by a c-rank decompo-
sition. In these instances, the data feature vectors lie (nearly) in a c-dimensional subspace and can
be accurately represented by a set of c spanning vectors. If we can discover such a spanning set, we
need only maintain c coefficients for our predictor.

Online basis selection methods attempt to find a spanning set among the data points by iteratively
constructing a basis and testing if new points fall into the span of that basis. Examples of this pro-
cedure include the Kernel Recursive Least Squares algorithm ([16]) and the Sparse Online Greedy
Support Vector Regression method ([15]). Both methods utilize a least squares test of almost linear
dependence to determine whether to introduce a training point as a new basis vector or to represent
it as a linear combination of previous vectors.

Kernel matrix decomposition methods directly solve for the low-rank factorization of KS and typi-
cally produce factorizations of the form KS = GG′ with G ∈ RN×c. The most common technique
is the incomplete Cholesky decomposition with pivoting [18], a numerically stable factorization al-
gorithm which decomposes KS in O(Nc2) time with O(Nc) storage. A more recent formulation
by Bach and Jordan ([3]) incorporates side information into the factorization allowing for a more
discriminative decomposition while exhibiting the same time complexities.

3 Dyadic Kernel Machines

In the previous section, we surveyed methods for improving the general scalability of kernel ma-
chine solvers. Additionally, we can consider problem specific methods of reducing time complexity.
Dyadic data sets are especially rich in structure and redundancy, due to finite class sizes and the
Cartesian product constraint. A natural way to capture this structure is to represent the dyad ker-
nel, k, as a function of object kernels, kM and kU , which operate on pairs from M and pairs from
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U respectively. This simple but general reparameterization frees us to independently evalute and
construct object-specific kernels with memory requirements |M |2 + |U |2 instead of the prohibitive
N2 for the dyad kernel. When object class sizes make storing these kernel matrices prohibitive,
we utilize the budget caps and basis selection techniques of Section 2.3 to find low-dimensional
representations of the object kernels. Notably, if cM , cU , and cN are the number of basis vectors
extracted for each kernel, the factorization of the matricesKM andKU will only requireO(|M |c2M )
and O(|U |c2U ) time instead of the O(|N |c2N ) time needed for decomposing k.

In the following subsections we will consider specific mappings from the object Hilbert spaces to
the dyad RKHS and detail the Dyadic Kernel Machine induced by each such mapping.

3.1 Direct Sum DKM

To evaluate the kernel between dyads, the Direct Sum Dyadic Kernel Machine computes

k(pi, pj) = kM (ai, aj) + kU (bi, bj). (4)

That is, each dyad kernel evaluation is a sum over the corresponding M -object and U -object
evaluations. Abstractly, this corresponds to a direct sum between the M and U Hilbert spaces:
H = HM ⊕ HU . Intuitively, this represents appending the U -feature vector onto the end of the
M -feature vector and computing a full vector inner product (admittedly with different kernels for U
and M ). Utilizing this reparameterization, we can recast the classical kernel machine optimization
problem into a form more suitable for our constrained setting.

The Representer Theorem ensures that any optimal predictor satisfies

f∗ =
N∑
i=1

αik(pi, .) =
N∑
i=1

αik
M (ai, .) + αik

U (bi, .) =
∑
a∈M

αMa k
M (a, .) +

∑
b∈U

αUb k
U (b, .) (5)

for αMa =
∑N
i=1 αiI[ai = a] and αUb =

∑N
i=1 αiI[bi = b].

The Direct Sum DKM optimization problem thus becomes

min
~α∈RN

λ

2
~αM
′
KM ~αM +

λ

2
~αU
′
KU ~αU +

1
N

N∑
i=1

`(ri,KM
ai,.

~αM +KU
bi,.

~αU ) (6)

where KM and KU are kernel matrices over M and U respectively.

Note that while the number of parameters has not decreased ( ~αM and ~αU are implicitly functions
of ~α), time complexity has diminished, as kernel evaluations now depend independently on KU and
KM .

A second direct sum DKM formulation arises when we choose to ignore the constraints on αMa and
αUb . That is, we can treat αMa and αUb as arbitrary vectors in R|M | and R|U |. This allows us to
narrow our search over ~α ∈ RN to searches over ~αM ∈ R|M | and ~αU ∈ R|U |. Since f∗ admits this
factored form, the optimal solutions of the two problems are equivalent. The unconstrained Direct
Sum DKM optimization problem is thus

min
~αM∈R|M|, ~αU∈R|U|

λ

2
~αM
′
KM ~αM +

λ

2
~αU
′
KU ~αU +

1
N

N∑
i=1

`(ri,KM
ai,.

~αM +KU
bi,.

~αU ) (7)

The unconstrained formulation lends itself to a family of simple parameter update algorithms based
on alternating gradient (or subgradient) descent. First we fix ~αM and compute the gradient of the
objective function at ~αU :

∇ ~αU = λKU ~αU +
1
N

N∑
i=1

∂

∂t2
`(ri,KM

ai,.
~αM +KU

bi,.
~αU )KU

.,bi
(8)

where ∂
∂t2
` is the partial derivative of the loss with respect to its second argument. We then perform

the update ~αU ← −η∇ ~αU for some suitable learning parameter. Next, we fix ~αU and update ~αM
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accordingly. We repeat these steps until the change in objective function or parameter values is
neglible.

Note that in the unconstrained direct sum DKM, the two parameter vectors are coupled only by the
loss term, whereas in the constrained variant, the parameter vectors are both functions of the input
α. One potential disadvantage of the unconstrained direct sum DKM is its inability to explicitly
capitalize on this additional structural information.

3.2 Tensor Product DKM

The Tensor Product DKM explores a second natural mapping from object Hilbert spaces to dyad
space:

k(pi, pj) = kM (ai, aj)kU (bi, bj). (9)

Here, the dyad kernel evaluation is a product of the object kernel evaluations. Underlyingly, this
corresponds to a tensor product between the M and U Hilbert spaces: H = HM ⊗ HU . Tensor
products are a popular and natural method for comparing pairs of datapoints: Basilico and Hofmann
suggest the use of the tensor product for kernelized perceptron training in ([4]), while Jacob and Vert
utilize the tensor product in SVM prediction of allele binding ([22]).

In our setting, the tensor product reparameterization guarantees the following form for any optimal
predictor

f∗ =
N∑
i=1

αik(pi, .) =
N∑
i=1

αik
M (ai, .)kU (bi, .) =

∑
(a,b)∈M×U

αabk
M (a, .)kU (b, .) = KMAKU .

where αab = αi when pi = (a, b) and αab = 0 otherwise, and A ∈ R|M |×|U | with (A)ab = αab.

In place of our original sparse vector, ~α, we now have the sparse matrix A to learn. Conceptually,
the matrix KMAKU contains the predictions of our model for every (a, b). To make a prediction
for a particular (a, b) we simply choose the a, bth entry (ath row and bth column of KMAKU ).

Under this formulation, the norms of optimal f∗ admit the form

||f ||2 =
∑
i,j

αiαjk(pi, pj) =
∑
i,j

αiαjk
M (ai, aj)kU (bi, bj)

=
∑

(a1,b1)∈M×U

∑
(a2,b2)∈M×U

αa1b1αa2b2k
M (a1, a2)kU (b1, b2)

=
∑

(a1,b1)∈M×U

αa1b1f((a1, b1)) =
∑
a∈M

KM
a,.AK

U (Aa,.)′

= Tr(KMAKUA′)

where we have implicitly used the kernel reproducing property.

Our Tensor Product DKM minimization problem is therefore:

min
A∈R|M|×|U|

λ

2
Tr(KMAKUA′) +

1
N

N∑
i=1

`(ri,KM
ai,.AK

U
.,bi

) (10)

If we ignore the constraint on A that unobserved entries are all zero, Eq. 10 readily yields a family
of (sub)gradient descent algorithms for learning the optimal parameter matrix. Below, we list the
general gradient formula as well as the gradient under a number of specific loss functions.

• General: ∇A = λKMAKU + 1
N

∑N
i=1

∂
∂t2
`(ri,KM

ai,.AK
U
.,bi

)KM
.,ai
KU
bi,.

• L1-SVM: ∇A = λKMAKU + 1
N

∑N
i=1 I[riKM

ai,.AK
U
.,bi
− 1 > 0]riKM

.,ai
KU
bi,.

• L2-SVM: ∇A = λKMAKU + 1
N

∑N
i=1 2|riKM

ai,.AK
U
.,bi
− 1|+riKM

.,ai
KU
bi,.
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• SVR: ∇A = λKMAKU + 1
N

∑N
i=1(I[K

M
ai,.AK

U
.,bi
− ri > ε] − I[KM

ai,.AK
U
.,bi
− ri <

−ε])KM
.,ai
KU
bi,.

• RN:∇A = λKMAKU + 1
N

∑N
i=1(K

M
ai,.AK

U
.,bi
− ri)KM

.,ai
KU
bi,.

The updates induced by these gradient equations are appealing in their simplicity but fundamentally
impractical: each iteration requires an update of |M ||U | matrix entries, and this number can be
far larger than N in practice. To make learning in the tensor product DKM practical, we will
need to revisit the ideas of Section 2.3. We can employ a budget-capped basis selection or matrix
factorization method to one or both of the kernels matrices to obtain low rank approximations.
Indeed, assume we have found low-rank decompositions: KM = GMGM ′ and KU = GUGU ′

where cM = rank(GM ) and cU = rank(GU ), and let B = GM ′AGU . Then the Representer
Theorem tells us that an optimal f∗ can be expressed as GMBGU ′. Moreover, we may rewrite our
DKM optimization problem to reflect this factorization

min
B∈RcM×cU

λ

2
Tr(BB′) +

1
N

N∑
i=1

`(ri, GMai,.BG
U
.,bi

) (11)

Thus in the factorized setting, our tensor product DKM is transformed from an optimization problem
over the prohibitely large space R|M |×|U | to a problem over the decidedly tractable space RcM×cU

.
Notably, this drastic reduction in complexity was achieved by first exploiting the problem-specific
structure of the DDP and then employing general techniques for enhanced scalability. All of the
gradient based algorithms discussed earlier carry over easily to this setting. In particular the general
gradient equation for the factorized tensor product DKM has an even simpler form

∇B = λB +
1
N

N∑
i=1

∂

∂t2
`(ri, GMai,.BG

U
.,bi

)(GMai,.)
′(GU.,bi

)′

On each iteration of gradient descent, we need only update the cMcU elements of B.

4 Kernel Selection

4.1 Kernel Types

A final requirement for the successful deployment of kernel machines in the large-scale DDP setting
is the selection of appropriate kernels. Several classes of kernels recommend themselves to the DDP
problem:

• Classical kernels include the linear kernel (k(x, y) =< x, y >), the polynomial ker-
nel (k(x, y) =< x, y >d), and the Gaussian kernel or radial basis function (k(x, y) =
exp(−||x−y||

2

σ2 ). These kernels have been extensively studied in the literature and have
demonstrated impressive discrimination across a variety of domains and prediction tasks.

• Domain-specific kernels refer to kernels well suited to discrimination in a particular do-
main. In [4], the authors suggest a Pearson correlation kernel (k(x, y) = corr(x, y)) and
a squared correlation kernel (KcorrSqd = KcorrKcorr) for the collaborative filtering set-
ting. The squared correlation measures similarities between the correlation structures of
two objects.

• The identity kernel (δ(x, y) = I[x = y]) maximally distinguishes objects and induces
separability.

• Attribute kernels allow for the seamless integration of external data into the kernel ma-
chine model. For exameple, in the movie ratings prediction setting, we might want to in-
corporate demographic information about the users or genre information about the movies
into our model.
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4.2 Combining Kernels

While any of the kernels mentioned could be utilized in isolation, combinations of these kernels may
lead to greater predictive power. In [4], the authors recommend selecting several kernels for each
object class and combining them additively into a final object kernel. The authors report sizeable
reductions in generalization error when following this procedure. Additionally, a well-known tech-
nique for incorporating a bias term into kernel machines consists of adding a kernel of all ones to an
existing kernel ([34]). This corresponds to extending each training vector in feature space with an
additional constant feature. Finally, the L-2 penalized soft-margin C-SVM with kernel k is known
to be equivalent to the hard-margin SVM with kernel k + δ

C , where δ is the identity kernel ([5]).
Thus, combination with the identity kernel can induce data separability and expand the applicability
of algorithms designed for the hard-margin setting.

5 Results and Conclusions

Results of experiments on the Netflix Prize dataset are forthcoming.

In summary, we have studied the problem of kernel machine scalability for dyadic data prediction.
We have surveyed a number of effective complexity reduction techniques from the literature and
introduced two Dyadic Kernel Machines, reformulations of the standard kernel machine which take
advantage of the special structure inherent to the DDP. We have demonstrated that the unification
of these problem-specific and general techniques for scalability results in significant reductions in
problem complexity, placing large-scale dyadic data prediction well within the reach of kernel ma-
chine learning.
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